
When did you use your first computer mouse? For most of us,
it was sometime in the 1980s or 1990s when we got our
first PC. But the mouse was actually invented much earlier

than that; in fact, it came into existence as a prototype in 1964. The
inventor of this device was Douglas Engelbart, who called his invention
an “X-Y position indicator for a display system.” The term ‘mouse’
was developed because of the ‘tail’ that connected the device to a com-
puter, but the mouse Engelbart created did not look like the ones we use
today; it was actually just a wooden shell with two metal wheels with
which to position a point on a graphical user interface. Engelbart
received a patent for the mouse in 1970.

Before the Internet existed as it is known today, many people worked
to enable computers to assist humans in their need to interact in the
work environment. In addition to his invention of the computer mouse,
Dr. Douglas Engelbart was one of the leaders in changing the world
through technological innovations. Although his name is not as com-
monly known as some others who have made contributions to the
development of the Internet and the World Wide Web, Engelbart’s
research laid the foundation for many of the tools and techniques used
on the Internet today. His research was centered on allowing humans to
interact with computers in a manner that was more user-friendly
(although that term did not come into widespread use until the 1990s).

Dr. Engelbart grew up in Oregon and began his studies of electrical
engineering at Oregon State University. He interrupted his studies to
enlist in the Navy during World War II and became a radar technician,
serving in the Philippines. During his military service, he read “As We
May Think” by Vannevar Bush, planting the seed for the idea that
human thinking could be assisted by using machines. After leaving the
Navy he returned to college, earning his BS in electrical engineering.
Engelbart began his career by accepting a position as an electrical engi-
neer at NACA Ames Laboratory, which was the forerunner to NASA.
While doing his work there, he realized that computers could be made
more useful, which led to his decision to pursue a graduate degree. It was
while working on his Ph.D. that he developed his theories about human-
computer interaction and the importance that it had for the future.

After a short tenure as an acting assistant professor at the University
of California, Berkeley, Engelbart went to the Stanford Research
Institute. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Engelbart worked at the
Stanford Research Institute (SRI), where he developed patents on mag-
netic computer components, fundamentals of digital devices, and
miniaturization. His ultimate goal was to gain enough recognition of
his ideas and enough funding to begin his own research center.

The opportunity to branch out came in 1963 when Dr. Engelbart
wrote a proposal for the Air Force and he received funds for his own

research laboratory, called the Augmentation Research Center (ARC).
During the 1960s and 1970s, he and some colleagues developed On-Line
System (NLS), an advanced system that was essentially a hypermedia-
groupware system and that was equivalent to what is now known as
hypertext on the Internet. Some of the tools developed for use in NLS
were e-mail, word processing, teleconferencing, and hypertext linking.
The ultimate goal was to facilitate natural idea processing, using these
software tools as well as a pointing device for selecting items on a com-
puter screen, windowing software, online help, graphical user interfaces,
and a device that allowed one-handed input from the keyboard.
Because of Engelbart’s research and development efforts, his site (NLS
at Stanford Research Institute) was the second node attached to
ARPANET. This research was instrumental in developing the Internet.
When his ideas were released, they often were ridiculed, and many
doubted the need for such tools. When the same ideas were put forward
20 years later, however, Internet developers looked back at what
Engelbart was developing and found that they now understood what he
was trying to do. Unfortunately, this is what often happens when a
pioneer is so far ahead of his time and technology.

In 1977, ARC was sold to Tymshare, Inc., as part of a deal by
Stanford Research to sell NLS. McDonnell Douglas bought Tymshare
in 1984, which expanded the research possibilities for Engelbart. When
the laboratory was shut down in 1989, Engelbart moved his research
into the commercial world by joining the Xerox Corporation. At this
time, Engelbart and his daughter also started the Bootstrap Institute, a
non-profit organization whose purpose is to improve organizations and
society by forming strategic alliances.

Douglas Engelbart is truly a remarkable person in his unrelenting
devotion to the ideas in which he believes and about which he writes. He
has written more than 25 publications and holds 20 patents. One of those
patents is for the computer mouse that is used with computers today. In
fact, his office is located at the headquarters for Logitech, which is the
largest supplier of computer mouse devices to the industry. In addition to
his patents, Engelbart has received many honors, including, in 1991, the
ACM Software System Award for his work on NLS; in 1997, the
Lemelson-MIT Prize, which honors inventors in the fields of medicine to
technology; and in 2000, the National Medal of Technology, the highest
award for technological achievements in the United States.  
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